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Here are some samples of built-in reports that come with ASR (out-of-the-box):

Component history report by user ID.
Fixes in unplanned packages awaiting approval.
Statistical summary by programming language.
Package promotion sequence.
Active ChangeMan users.
Installed packages summary.
Orphan approval entities.
Outstanding or late package approvals.

These are just some of the available reports. Below is an additional list that actually provides many more details for
each of the reports mentioned. Enjoy exploring the (always growing) list of built-in sreports below ...

Note: use the search box below to narrow down this list (e.g. by category).
 
    Updated   Built-in solution   Category

  05/02/2014 - 17:06   All expired non-BAS
packages

Summary: List all non-
BAS packages with a
planned install date in
the past.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  24/01/2014 - 14:49   All stage requests
not moving anymore

Summary: List all
staged components in
all non-BAS
packages, that were
last changed long time
ago.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  24/01/2014 - 14:48   Non-BAS pkgs not
moving anymore

Summary: List all non-
BAS packages without
any recent package
status changes.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  24/01/2014 - 14:48   All checkout requests
not moving anymore

Summary: List all
components in
CHECKOUT status,
checked out before a
given date.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  24/01/2014 - 14:35   Orphan component
promotion history

Summary: List all
component promotion
history for all DFZ
packages, related to
an obsoleted
promotion level.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  24/01/2014 - 14:35   Components deleted
from STG without
demote

Summary: List all
components deleted
from staging without a
prior demote from one
or more promotion

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>,
<CMN/ZMF Quality
Assurance
Dashboard>, 
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  Updated   Built-in solution   Category
levels. <CMN/ZMF Release

Management
Dashboard>

  24/01/2014 - 13:20   Empty Packages Summary: List all
DEV packages
created in the past,
without any package
components.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  23/10/2013 - 13:01   Components not
checked out from BAS
0

Summary: List all
staged components
that were not checked
out before.

  <CMN/ZMF Auditing
Dashboard>

  23/10/2013 - 12:45   Staged components
without updates

Summary: List all
staged components
checked out before,
but without any
updates as compared
to the baseline.

  <CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>

  22/10/2013 - 15:04   Never promoted
frozen packages

Summary: Visualize
the applications with
FRZ packages that
have never been
promoted to any
promotion target.

  <CMN/ZMF Quality
Assurance
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Release
Management
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:38   Planned packages
created/baselined
same day

Summary: List all
planned packages
baselined on the day
they were created.

  <CMN/ZMF Auditing
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Quality
Assurance
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Release
Management
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:33   All components in all
DFZ pkgs

Summary: List all
components that
reside in all packages
in status DEV or FRZ.

  <CMN/ZMF
Developers
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:32   Packages without
DIS acknowledgement

Summary: List all
packages distributed
to production, but for
which some
handshaking data
seems to be missing.

  <CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk Dashboard>
, <CMN/ZMF
Production Control
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Release
Management
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:32   Backed out
packages waiting
revert

Summary: List all
packages installed in
production and
backed out
afterwards, but not yet
reverted to DEV
again.

  <CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk Dashboard>
, <CMN/ZMF
Production Control
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Quality
Assurance
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Release
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  Updated   Built-in solution   Category
Management
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:31   Audit packages
reverted from
production

Summary: List all
packages installed in
production for a while
and reverted
afterwards.

  <CMN/ZMF Auditing
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF
Production Control
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Quality
Assurance
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Release
Management
Dashboard>

  22/10/2013 - 14:28   BAS packages
waiting to be aged

Summary: List all
BAS packages
baselined before a
given date.

  <CMN/ZMF
Application
Administration>, 
<CMN/ZMF Auditing
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF Helpdesk
Dashboard>, 
<CMN/ZMF
Performance Tuning>
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